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The authors presented a thorough and clearly written research paper, which I enjoyed
reading. There are some points, however, that should be pointed out, whether in order to
clarify some issues or to point to possible directions for future research.
Response: Thank you very much for the comments and suggestions and for helping us to
improve the manuscript. We considered them very helpful and changed the manuscript
accordingly. Below, we provide answers to your comments (in italic). Additional Figures
with captions are included in the .pdf supplement to this comment.
1. Unfortunately, the reader is not provided with a full description of the lysimeter. I
assume that the lysimeter is covered with vegetation which reflects the vegetation at the
site. Data regarding the cover and height of the vegetation at the site, along with
photographs would have been helpful.
Response: Thank you very much for this comment, it is now clear to us that we should
refer more clearly to the work of Perez-Priego et al. 2017, where a more detailed
description of the setup is published. We added the following sentence to section 2.2
accordingly: “A full description of the technical details of the lysimeters is given in PerezPriego et al. 2017.”
We further followed your recommendation and added information on the vegetation in
section 2.2 and added photographs of the setup and lysimeter cover in the Appendix
(Figure A1):
“The lysimeters were installed in 2015 by excavating undisturbed soil monoliths from open
grassland areas. The natural herbaceous vegetation cover was preserved. Pictures of the
lysimeter columns and an aerial photograph of the site are shown in Fig. A1.”
2. Scholars tend to refer to the amount of NRW that they obtained as representative of
their site. Consequently, a comparison with other sites is often made, and similar values
are taken as a supportive evidence for the reliability of the newly published data.
Differences may be explained to stem from "site-specific timing" (l 302), but this may
however not necessarily be the case. The authors were indeed aware of the complexity
stemming from the sharp temperature gradient above ground, and the Td was corrected

to that of 10 cm above ground. One however should note that this height above ground
yielded the highest NRW in the Negev (Kidron, 1998, 2010). At higher height a decrease
in NRW took place due to higher wind turbulence while at lower height a decrease in NRW
stemmed from the heat emitted from the soil. While the 10 cm height taken by the
authors is relevant for plants (as correctly indicated by the authors, and was in line with
eddy covariance measurements), it is not necessarily relevant for biocrusts.
Response: If we understand correctly, the comment refers to the effect of the height of
the vegetation on the amount of NRW (or dew in particular) and the effect of the sensor
height to estimate if conditions are suitable for dew formation.
Concerning the amount of NRW it should not differ since in this setup the quantification is
independent of height in contrast to the cloth plate or Plexiglas methods used in Kidron et
al. (1998, 2010).
Concerning the reference height, we received a similar comment from referee # 3, Werner
Eugster, on the approximated height. He suggested we should use an approximation for 1
cm height above the surface because this height was used in the work from Monteith
1957. As the reviewer points out here, the 10 cm height is relevant for vegetation at our
site which has a mean canopy height of 0.1 m (Migliavacca et al. 2017). Biocrusts in
contrast are rather rare which might be a consequence of regular grazing
(Concostrina‐Zubiri et al. 2017). Since we nevertheless understood that the manuscript
is lacking more explicit reasoning for the readers we added some sentences on the effect
of surface height on dew amounts and the relevance to take into account measurement
height and the height of the condensation surfaces (vegetation or biocrust).
“Since the installation height of the sensor is 1 m we needed to approximate a value that
better reflects Tdew at the height of the condensation surfaces. Despite a reference height
of 1 cm is generally used (Monteith, 1957), we approximated 10 cm which reflects the
average canopy height of the herbaceous layer.”
3. Large lysimeters may better reflect the NRW. The extent to which heat loss through the
walls of a large lysimeter will affect the NRW in comparison to the large effect recorded for
microlysimeters (MLs) has yet to be evaluated.
Response: Yes, we agree. We are also not aware of a study that analyzes this effect. We
added a sentence in the discussion to point out that in face of the identified
overestimation of Micro-Lysimeters a similar analysis for large weighing lysimeters would
be recommended before excluding the possibility of the same underlying effect (despite
the lower boundary heat exchange system).
“Despite the lysimeters being built in a way that heat losses are prevented, the extent to
which heat loss through walls of a large lysimeter will affect NRW despite the lower
boundary control has yet to be evaluated.“
4. Once MLs are used, as was the case for the Tabernas (Uclés et al., 2013, 2014, 2015,
2016), one may have assumed, based on the published NRW that the Tabernas may be
considered as a 'dew desert' and that NRW has an important contribution to the biocrusts
there. However, based on data from the Negev (Kidron and Kronenfeld, 2020a, 2020b;
Kidron et al., 2021) and analysis of the microclimatological variables in the Tabernas
(Kidron and Lázaro, 2020; Kidron and Kronenfeld, 2020c), the published data for the
Tabernas should be taken with caution. It is not merely the distance from the
Mediterranean (l 294), but rather the method used that may largely explain the
differences in the reported NRW between the current site and the Tabernas.
Response: Thank you for this informative assessment. We changed the sentence in the
following way:
“In a similar semi-arid steppe ecosystem in Spain, the mean number of days per year with

suitable conditions for dew formation was 285 days (Uclés, 2014), however, this finding is
based on measurements with micro-lysimeters and might therefore overestimate the real
dew formation frequency (Kidron and Kronenfeld, 2020a, b).”
5. Certainly, while the method employed by the authors may yield relatively reliable
values in comparison to other methods which use lysimeters, verification against manual
measurements is necessary. I assume that in this case, vapor condensation on the plant
leaves should be measured. For a comparison to other sites (including the Tabernas)
where great efforts were made to evaluate the amount of NRW obtained by biocrusts,
direct NRW measurements also at the surface would be helpful.
Response: We fully agree with the reviewer that this would be most desirable and would
also help identify whether the large weighing lysimeters potentially overestimate NRWI
similar to Micro-lysimeters, as pointed out in comment 3. However, since the start of this
analysis, the traveling regulations were forcing us to cancel several field campaigns in
which such data could have been collected. Therefore, the manual sampling was
unfortunately not possible to perform and included in this analysis. To point out this
shortcoming of our study and that the NRW amounts should be handled carefully we
extended the Discussion and the Outlook by the following sentences:
Discussion: “However, NRW sums often deviated between different measurement
instruments and manual sampling (Kidron and Starinsky, 2019; Kidron et al., 2000).
Unfortunately, quantitative validation of NRW sums was not possible in our current study.”
Outlook: “Until a quantitative validation has been carried out for NRW from large weighing
lysimeters, the measured sums should be interpreted with caution. Ideally, such validation
would take the form of several campaigns with a manual sampling of soil and plants
throughout the year to cover the seasonally varying NRW fluxes.”
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Please also note the supplement to this comment:
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